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How to make £10 free  
from Alliance Auctions

We all know how costs rise year by year. Printing costs 
go up, paper prices go up, so do envelopes let alone 
postage. We love to send out catalogues but it is getting 
prohibitively expensive. 

Therefore just send  us your email address and each month 
we will advise you when the catalogue is online. We will 
advise you again 2 days before the sale. If you do this then 
you get a £10 voucher to spend in our sales.

We know some of you like to have  a paper catalogue, and 
of course, if you do we will happily continue to supply 
these as we do at the moment.
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Terms of Business

Purchasers
n The auction is conducted under the Philatelic Auctioneers Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale (1973 

Revision). The placing of a bid is taken as full agreement to these. For Postal Bidders we will buy on your 
behalf at the lowest possible price, subject only to other bids received or reserves. Please do not bid 
below our house reserve of 80% of estimate, as these are unlikely to succeed. Please check your bids as 
we cannot accept the return of any lots bid on in error. All bids must be in £ Sterling.

n Lots marked with an asterisk * are subject to additional VAT at the current rate. 
n There is a buyers premium of 12½% plus VAT.
n In the absence of postal instructions, lots purchased inland will be sent by certificate of posting/recorded 

delivery (up to £100) or registered post (over £100). Lots sent overseas will he consigned by recorded or 
registered air mail post. Postage, packing and insurance costs shall, in all cases, be borne by the purchaser.
There is a handling fee of £2 for packing & insurance, applied to each consignment.

n Please avoid phoning for results the day after the sale, as we are exceptionally busy. We try to despatch 
lots the week of the sale, but it may take up to a week to complete this task. Please bear with us.

n We do strive for complete customer satisfaction and will accept the return of lots for an immediate 
refund, however as we have a duty to pay our vendors promptly 60 days after the sale, no returned lots 
can be accepted beyond 28 days from the date of the auction. NO EXCEPTIONS can be made unless an 
extension is requested when bidding. In line with this policy, unpaid pro-forma invoices will be cancelled 
42 days after the sale and the lots returned to the Vendor. A lot may be returned which has been incorrectly 
described for a full refund, except in the case of Collections or Mixed Lots which are sold on an ‘as-is’ 
basis and not subject to rejection.

n All lots must be paid for within 14 days of invoice receipt. Payment can be made by signed and crossed 
blank cheque (Eurocheque with number on reverse up to £200), or Sterling draft or money order, or by 
Credit card (Access / Mastercard / Visa / Eurocard only) add 2% extra; debit card are free. Overseas cus-
tomers paying in currency other than £ Sterling must add £6 to their invoices to cover bank charges. After 
28 days unpaid invoices will have interest added at the rate of 2% per calendar month or part month.

n Postal viewing facilities are regrettably not available. However a photocopying service is available free 
for all lots except collections. 

Vendors
n There is a commission rate of 10% (plus VAT) for Vendors and payment will be made 60 days after the sale, 

subject to payment having been received by us. There is a minimum commission of £4 per lot sold. There 
are no unsold charges providing we agree with the reserve prices.

n When consigning items, please ensure a minimum lot value of £50 and total consignment value of £200. 
Items worth less than this figure will be amalgamated at the auctioneers discretion. Unsold lots can usually 
be placed into a subsequent sale at a reduced estimate. Kindly advise us after the sale whether lots are to 
be reoffered or returned. Kindly note all return costs are to be borne by the vendor. 

n Boxes of Catalogues, magazines and kiloware will be taken for auction on the understanding they may be 
combined with other material to achieve the minimum lot value or offered unreserved.

n Withdrawal of lots before the auction but after the catalogue is printed will incur a fee of £4 per lot.
n Whereas every effort is made to security of items left with Alliance Auctions, no obligation can be given to ex-

pensive or high catalogue items in one-country collections or mixed lots unless itemised in the description.

Abbreviations
M mint U used h/s handstamp u/m unmounted mint 
f/u fine used o.g. original gum sh special handstamp s/l straight line
Fdc first day cover m/s miniature sheet cto cancelled to order cds circular date stamp
Canc cancellation PTSA priced to sell at PPC picture post card STC stated to catalogue
Mi Michel catalogue Yv Yvert catalogue SG Stanley Gibbons catalogue      s/b Stockbook
SV Special Viewing 

FDC Abbreviations
HA hand addressed UA unaddressed (normally not mentioned)
PA printed address TA typed address LA address label
PEA pencil address SA rubber stamp address

Lot Type Abbreviations
A Album B Box E Envelope S Small lot
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How to find us.....

Alliance Auctions is part of Auld Alliance Philatelics Ltd  • Directors: John Auld & Lesley Auld

Please Note:
Our Office Hours are Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5pm

Bid Increases
Up to £20 in £1 steps £20-£50 in £2 steps £50-£100 in £5 steps
£100-£200 in £10 steps £200-£500 in £20 steps £500-£1,000 in £50 steps   
  Over £1,000 in £100 steps
Auction Agent Recommendations
Nick Martin (Loveauctions Ltd) • Tel: 01205 460968 • Mob: 07703 766477 • nick@loveauctions.co.uk

Jean Lancaster • Tel: 01923 269775 • Mob: 07788 630097 • info@lancasterauctionagency.co.uk
Trevor Chinery • Tel/Fax: 01205 315292 • Mob: 07527 44825 • trevortrilogy@aol.com

Map of our Venue
n From M11 Take the exit at M11 junction 8. At the roundabout take the third exit onto the A120 towards 

Colchester. After about 5miles take the B1256 towards Takely, Thaxted & Great Dunmow. At the roundabout 
take the first exit onto the B1256. After about 1.5 miles take the first exit off the roundabout onto Stortford 
Road. Foakes Hall is located a short distance on the left after the roundabout..

n We will provide complimentary tea & coffee. Please note there is no bar, bar meals or a restaurant. There 
is free parking. Should you be unable to attend, limited viewing is available at our offices by appointment.

n Viewing is between 12 noon to 7.15pm on the day of the sale and at our offices prior to sale day.
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Public & Postal Auction No. 230
Tuesday, July 4th 2017 at 7.30 p.m.

Lot No. Estimate

 COLLECTIONS AND MIXED LOTS
1 B   European Colonies 1855-1989 various in a large flat box an in teresting and diverse offering  

we note Spanish Antilles and Sp Cuba, Russian POs in China, Fr Cols incl General issues,  
odd Nossi Bey, Fr Congo 1930s used dups, Portuguese Cols incl Horta 1897/98 to 500R,  
Mozambique, Madeira-group of MUH min sheets/blocks, Italian Cols incl Rhodes with  
good 30s 100s generally good condition much fine 200/300 we estimate cat vals approx  
£2500 requires careful inspection handle with care  £320

2 A   1858-1970 colln on large leaves well filled country ranges mint and used with some better  
items we note Lithuania inc 1939 min sheets (perf & imperf) Sweden with 1916/1918 ovptd  
mint inc complete sets, 1924 Postal Congress and UPU Post Rider issues used short sets to  
80ore (these alone cat Euro 490) Norway, Iceland with useful 30s sets inc 1934 Airs, later  
mint Finland with mint pre/post WWII etc Earlier mixed later in good condition many 100s  £230

3 E   Commonwealth mint better perfs/shades incl NZ SG243 c £70 N Rhodesia SG31 c £50  
Seychelles SG142 c £50 ttoal cat £880 clean lot above average condition  £220

4 B   British Commonwealth 1863-1963 accum in a flat box housing several scores on s/cards, all  
reigns mainly Kings, mint & used a real pot pourri with better/useful noted across many  
colonies. We note CoGH triangles, KGV & KGVI key note issues to 10/- for Bermuda,  
Nyasaland, Rhodesia, other Br Africa, BWI with hi cat, Australia 1917 10/- Roo cds (fault)  
Canada QV/KGV with hi cat mint, odd faults, generally good condn 100s  £200

5 B   Europe an interesting accum in a flat carton, various and diverse on qty of s/cards and some  
loose, looks mainly 20thC to 1950s with seldom seen, useful Airs, some earlier incl hi cat  
classics, the better items cat approx £2000 100s careful inspection required  £185

6 B   British Commonwealth various in a carton housing 2 large s/bks, we note Australia  
1929-1991 with useful seen, BWI arranged by country, much QEII/thematic with notable  
earlier, some Fr Cols also box of oceanic modern covers of Niue plus group of GB machine  
FDCs 1000s  £175

7 E   World 1843-1928 an eclectic accum in a folder, comp stamps on pages and in a s/bk mainly  
classics, we note Swiss Cantonal imperf issues identified as dangerous forgeries, Hamburg  
locals, Luxembourg colln of classics used dups from 1959, Foreign incl Liberia, Czech  
officials and dues Austro-Hungarian Military Post 1917 issues fu Rumania dup mint sets on  
leaves etc Hi cat mixed in parts fascinating lot handle with care  £175

8 B   Brit Comm & GB. Mega quantity of loose in a carton, a wide range of material by Colony in  
2 large filing drawers and 3 further shoe boxes, used dups in envelopes by issued arranged  
by country, we note Australia from 1913 Roos, NZ inc mint presentations, India & States, Hong  
Kong etc. Also quantity of GB, mainly QE2, some earlier. Many thousands. Genuine sorter  £170

9 B   World qty in carton various & diverse material we note France 1953 Sports sets used dups  
early Serbia MUH in complete sheets Fr Andorra, Balkans, Bellgium incl qty of loose in  
glassines, Spain incl 1992 Columbus sheetlets MUH in sets Portugal group of FDcs Israel  
other foreign group of Airs incl semi postals etc looks ideal for breaking down 100s  £160

10 B   World. Vast quantity of loose in a carton housing 6 long filing drawers, each housing 100s of  
envelopes with used dups, by issue & identified by cat no. Arranged by country. We note  
GB, France, Germany, other Europe, USA, some Brit Comm etc. 100s of envelopes, tens of  
1000s of stamps. Huge sorter  £150

11 A   1852-1969 colln on large leaves we note USA from classic range later 19c and later to mid/ 
modern mint and used covers, the Americas inc Argentina with 1932 Zeppelin set (m) Brazil,  
odd Ethiopia, Asia etc Earlier mixed condn other were sound many 100s  £125

12 B   br Commonwealth varios in carton mainly earlier with useful noted 1935 KGV Jubilee mint  
sets and p/sets in a s/bk, Br Africa on leaves & loose, RSA bklts, Batum, BNA mint with  
good cat, Oceania, Mauritius fu, later thematic material etc sorting will repay 100s  £125

13 2A   Commonwealth QV-KGVI in 2 well filled albums m & u  £125
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Lot No. Estimate

14 A   World I-M all periods in red LL (100s)  £120
15 A   Europe M&U in large s/bk (100s)  £120
16 B   1850-post WWII accum in a flat carton, various and diverse foreign on stock sheetlets with  

Scott cat vals, stock cards, includes identified varieties, unusual material incl Nepal, Latin  
America, incl Nicaragua 1896 officials incl MUH blocks, Eurpoean Cols, Persian hi cat  
items etc 100s careful inspection required  £110

17 A   Eurpoe min sheets colln on s/leaves and in a s/bk chiefly mint/MUH mainly 30/50s period  
we note useful Belgium, Poland, Hungary, odd German, Albania etc also range of Belgian  
stamps and stamps MUH scores cat values exceed £1000  £110

18 A   Stockbook of 31 Countries, 14 World 17 C/W. Good condition. Useful throughout (STC  
£1840 2012)  £100

19 B   Commonwealth in 3 well filled albums mint (some u/m) & used in box  £100
20 E   Pacific Island U/Mint P.T.S.  £300+  £100
21 A   Other C-W & GB in Springback (100s)  £100
22 B   Box of mainly foreign (1000s)  £100
23 A   World S-Z in blue LL (100s)  £90
24 B   Bumper box for sorting, all sorts in here (1000s)  £75
25 B   Box with massive amount of loose, packets etc. (1000s)  £75
26 B   Large carton with lots of useful oddments. Needs checking (1000s)  £75
27 B   Box with albums of FDCs, small boxes of loose etc plenty to sort  £75
28 A   Stockbook of GB QV to pre-decimal including overseas territories. Includes heavy  

postmarked Edward VII 2/6 + 5/-. STC £1500. Adjusted down to allow for heavy postmarks  
in earlys, otherwise good condition  £65

29 E   British Commonwealth postmarks sorted by continent, mainly earlier, approximately 30 per  
area (151 stamps)  £65

30 B   World & thematic various in a carton we note qty of World issues on album leaves much  
foreign colln of UN illustrated covers with much attractive, MUH sheetlets, Holyland etc  
group of covers & PPCs 100s qty of Indonesian Rupiak currency v colourful 100s  £65

31 B   Box with mass of loose, PHQ’s in albums etc. (1000s)  £60
32 B   Box of mixed material incl World FDC’s in albums (100s)  £60
33 A   World qty of complete sheets and large blocks MUH/cto in large folder, various and diverse,  

USA inc complete sheets of 30s Xmas labels, commem sheets and sheetlets incl military,  
France, Vatican, DDR cto, odd Europe presentations etc EXc condn 1000s  £60

34 E   1954-1950s Residual accum on large leaves, various incl Southern Europe with WWI  
period Montenegro, complete sets of Bosnia and Herzegovenia, earlier Swiss, Netherlands,  
Germany with Imperial se tenent items mint useful late 50s mint of Monaco, Trieste a etc  
sorter 100s  £60

35 B   Carton of stockcards packets & 2 s/bks chiefly C/W much mint (100s)  £60
36 B   South West Africa a duplicated selection of covers & cards mainly with first day or special  

cancels. Many 100s  £44
37 B   Box with loose in a shoebox World FDC’s in albums etc. (100s)  £30
38 A   Mixed forgeries A-E in red album (100s)  £30
39 A   Mixed foreign in red LL (100s)  £30
40 B   Carton of loose, covers etc plus a few old catalogues etc & an album of Royalty (1000s)  £24
41 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits & pieces in 2 albums, on stock cards, in packets  

and loose etc (1000s)  £20
42 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits & pieces in 2 albums, on stock cards, in packets  

and loose etc (1000s)  £20
43 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits & pieces in 3 albums, on stock cards, in packets  

and loose etc (1000s)  £20
44 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits & pieces in 3 albums, on stock cards, in packets  

and loose etc (1000s)  £20
45 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits and pieces in 3 albums, on stockcards, in packets,  

and loose etc 1000s  £20
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Lot No. Estimate

46 B   Box containing a collectors unwanted bits and pieces in 2 albums, on stockcards, in packets,  
and loose etc 1000s  £20

47 B   All World accum in 5 albums and loose contained in a box  £20
48 B   All World on paper mixture with a good range of countries contained in a box 1000s  £10

 UNRESERVED LOTS
49 B   12 empty albums various.  £5
50 B   12 empy albums, mainly cover albums  £5
51 B   14 empty albums various  £5
52 B   14 empty albums, mainly cover albums  £5
53 B   14 empty albums, mainly cover albums  £5
54 B   14 Sundry cover albums etc in box  £8
55 B   Box of empty omnibus albums 1935 Jubilee, 1937, 1946, 1953, etc.  £4

 OMNIBUS ISSUES
56 E   1953 Coronation mint (90) & 1954  Royal Visit complete (103)  £30

 THEMATICS
57 B   WWF issues in black albums (100s)  £60
58 A   Cats mixed lot in s/bk & a few others (100s)  £18
59 A   Cats mixed lot in s/bk & a few others (100s)  £20
60 3A   Cricket FDC’s etc in 3 vols (dozens)  £110
61 S   Concorde 1980s all different flown illus covrs from wide variety countries (30 cvrs)  £90
62 S   Esperanto very good pre-1950 lot with mostly cachets, sp.pmks, printed stationery &  

Cinderella labels ex mostly Eurpoean/Scandinavian countries but also Brazil (17 items)  £100
63 S   Red Cross 1930s-60s lot mostly Scandinavian ppcs, cvrs & FDCs Also Belgium, Hungary &  

Philippines noted (13 items)  £45
64 E   Drink very good lot 19thC to 1940s mostly illus advertising cvrs for gin, whiskey,beer and  

wine. Nice Angostura bitters cvrs ex Trinidad, illus brewery ex Mexico etc (30 items)  £150
65 E   very good general lot covering eg Atomic energy, Radio, many factories illus cvrs  

photography & film, Thos Cook. Masonic, butterfies, circus etc (45 items)  £180

 CINDERELLAS
66 A   S/bk with large accum of airmail etiquettes, labels etc (100s)  £75

 POSTCARDS
67 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards. Many used (100s)  £22
68 S   Devon B&W view of Palmeston Hotel, Tiverton cds 1911  (1)  £13
69 S   Coloured advert card with Rural Scene Beehive knitting wools.  (1)  £16
70 S   Coloured advert card Stansells Acetylene Gas Exeter with Couple & Boiler (1)  £13
71 S   Devon Advert cards FA Bishop Furnister & Antiques Bideford & Clarence Hotel, Torquay (2)  £13
72 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
73 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
74 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
75 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
76 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
77 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
78 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
79 B   Tomato box of mainly modern cards, some used (100s)  £22
80 PC   CHANNEL ISLANDS - Good lot of Jersey & Guernsey (97)  £15
81 B   Early to modern in 3 albums (100s)  £20
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Lot No. Estimate

82 PC   Hotels early to modern mainly overseas (160 approx)  £25
83 B   Postcard sleeves good second hand condition (1600)  £25
84 B   Huge colln of postcards all periods but mainly modern good subjects incl transport &  

adverts mainly UK views some foreign (c3000)  £30
85 B   Royalty 5 superb albums mainly showing British Royalty from Queen Victoria to the present  

day (700+)  £60
86 B   U K Views Box of early to modern standard size cards (1400+)  £25
87 B   Foreign good range of World views all periods but many early all standard size (720)  £25
88 B   Subjects interesting variety incl comic, railway, social history, greetings art all periods &  

standard size (620)  £30
89 B   Box of UK views good range all golden age size & all periods but mainly 1960s & 1970s (730)  £25
90 PC   Greetings attractive lot of early colourful greetings incl pretty girls & children (177)  £30
91 PC   The North West good colln of Lancashire Cheshire & Cumbria (180)  £30
92 PC   Switzerland fine collm of Towns Cities & Lake views (191)  £25
93 PC   Wales fine lot incl Cardiff Colwyn Bay Llanberis etc (163)  £30
94 PC   Channel Islands good colln of Jersey, Guernsey & Sark (112)  £20
95 PC   Devon & Cornwall nice lot of incl Port Isaac Plymouth Dartmouth Dartmoor Fowey etc (165)  £20
96 PC   Hant & Dorset good lot incl Swanage Southampton Southsea Weymouth (131)  £20
97 PC   Isle of Wight good variety of Ventnor Colbourne Sandown etc (70)  £20
98 PC   Kent good range incl Folkestone Tunbridge Wells Margate Canterbury etc (136)  £20
99 PC   London good range of central & some suburban views (161)  £20
100 PC   Street scenes all UK mainly mid period (38)  £15
101 PC   War Memorials fine mainly UK lot incl many RPs (70)  £25
102 PC   Scotland good lot incl tartans artist views RPs etc (149)  £20
103 PC   Theatrical good early lot mainly actors & actresses some play scenes (125)  £40
104 PC   Wiltshire many Salisbury but also Stonehenge Witton Longleat etc (186)  £20
105 PC   Royalty early to modern lot (160)  £20
106 PC   Songcards nice early lot (112)  £30
107 PC   M&U Scottish cards (dozens)  £8
108 B   Box with modern GB (100s)  £16
109 PC   Churches all periods (dozens)  £12

 COVERS
110 B   12 albums of World FDC’s etc. (100s)  £60
111 B   1884 post WWII qty in a carton mainly covers some PPCs various and diverse we note  

much Sweden incl military covers qty of WWII period censored mail (approx 100) incl from  
Allied Zones inward censored mail to Allied controlled Austria other earlier Europe incl  
Spain Portugal odd Brit Comm several 100s  £185

112 B   Box of old postal stationery etc. Many addressed to Sweden  (100s)  £65
113 B   Box of covers addressed to us (100s)  £40
114 B   Mixed box of covers (100s)  £40
115 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
116 B   Box Covers, postcards stamps incl Vatican 1953 cv£44  £40
117 B   Tomato box of mainly Europe (100s)  £40
118 B   Tomato box of various covers (100s)  £40
119 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
120 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
121 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
122 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
123 B   Box of mixed covers (100s)  £40
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Lot No. Estimate

124 S   Antarctic 1950s-70s mostly illus/cacheted cvrs ex BAT, S Africa, TAAF, Tristan, Ross Deps,  
AAT (90 items)  £180

125 B   range  of Commonwealth better covers + some GB incl ex Crimea well worth close scrutiny  
Useful dealer lot (66 items)  £250

126 E   range of Foreign better cvrs incl Germany & Cols, Middle East etc well worth close scrutiny  
Useful dealer (67 items)  £200

 ACCESSORIES
127 B   11 empty albums and binders contained in a box  £10
128 B   11 empty albums and binders contained in a box incl 2 GB albums with printed pages  £15
129 B   18 matching green Prongnell Raptor peg binders (17)  £26
130 B   5 Royal Mail FDC albums, plus a pack album (6)  £40
131 B   Shoebox with various packets & envelopes & 7 packets of hinges (qty)  £10
132 B   Box of Hawids etc (qty)  £10
133 B   A selection of empty SG printed albums incl IOM x 6, Jersey 1940-99, Guernsey to 1995 &  

1999 plus 3 others  £16
134 2A   Two maroon Royal Mail FDC cover albums  £15

 LITERATURE
135 E   Postal History of GB & Ireland Will Cooks 1972 (1)  £5
136 E   A Century of German Ship Posts 1886-1986 Drechsel 1987  £5
137 A   green s/bk 16 pages good condn with some Diana issues (qty)  £10

 COINS
138 B   Tin of mainly older coins (100s)  £65
139 E   Group of Roman bronze coins found in England Uncleaned very mixed condn. 2 hammered  

silver coins & jettons & part jettons & 3 rose farthings (72)  £50
140 S   Five late 17th /early 18th Cent lead tokens (5)  £10

 CIGARETTE CARDS
141 B   Misc Trade cards etc. Many Typhoo (100s)  £5
142 B   Carton of loose & albums noted Players Cricketers 1938 loose (100s)  £30

 EPHEMERA
143 B   Large box with a wide range of Ephemera from Victorian to 1960s. Magazines, Photos,  

Programmes & Billheads etc. Good lot  £40
144 B   Interesting collection of accounts from a farm in Yorkshire & bag of receipts  1930s-40s  £40
145 B   Colour bus photographs, single & double deckers in two photo albums in box (400)  £38
146 B   Ephemera large box of intriguing material.Royalty, war books, old newspapers, programmes  

& much much else besides!  £30
147 B   Postcard box filled with interesting photos & documents from Victorian period onwards.  

Valuable material here  £30

 NON-PHILATELIC MISCELLANEOUS
148 E   Roman artefacts a nail cleaner a lead and copper alloy steelyard weight & six brooch  

fragments (8)  £15
149 E   Medieval artefacts a bronze swivel from a dog or falconry leash, a brass Tudor knife terminal  

in the shape of a hammerhead, Tudor dresshook & 10 assorted buckles  £25

 ABU DHABI
150 S   c1970 1D Revenue used Barefoot No1 (1)  £20
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Lot No. Estimate

 ALBANIA
151 S   1925 Republika ovpt 1g on 2g inverted ovpt & 1928 Air 25q double ovpt both mint (2)  £14
152 E   1945 o’printed sets fine MUH, Michel 359/67, 368/74, 375/78 Signed on reverse. Seldom  

seen material Cat Euro 230  £70
153 S   1946 Peoples Republic U/M  (6)  £14
154 S   1946 National Assembly U/M  (6)  £14

 ANDORRA
155 S   1960s-80s mix of commercial cvrs ppcs few FDCs postal receipts, sp pmks reasonably  

priced @ £170 (43 items)  £50

 ARGENTINA
156 S   interesting lot of early used p.stat through to 1950s incl used ppcs airmails incl FFC regd  

advertising cvrs etc (33 items)  £65

 ASCENSION
157 A   KGV-QE colln (1982) Majority mint also a stray S Sandwich Is set STC £300+ (100s)  £75

 AUSTRALIAN STATES
158 A   Mixed m & u ranges in s/bk (100s)  £35

 AUSTRALIA
159 S   1913-14 5d CTO Melbourne cds SG8   (1)  £18
160 S   1913-14 4 both shades SG 6 & 6A  (2)  £33
161 S   1913-14 6d Die II SG 9B very fine used. Cat £1900 (1)  £675
162 S   1915-28 5/- Perf OS cds used. SG 050  (1)  £22
163 S   1931-6 5/-, 10/- & £1 average used latter with blunt perf plus a damaged 1929-30 6d (4)  £60
164 S   1936 South Australia mint SG 161-3  (3)  £9
165 A   Colln from 1913, we note 4d both shades, 1931-6 vals to 5/- & 10/-, extensive Commems &  

later to c1959. Majority used  (100s)  £160
166 B   Pre-stamped envelopes etc. Unused Face A$73. (dozens)  £16
167 A   in Davo noted 10/- Roo C  of A used but creased, good m & u later ranges pages to 1991 but  

sparse after the 1960s (100s)  £125
168 A   Territories Christmas Island, Cocos U/M in Australia Post album STC £360  (dozens)  £115
169 A   Used QE colln STC £750  (100s)  £100
170 E   Early to modern on leaves (100s)  £45
171 A   Useful colln M&U 1930’s-1980’s (100s)  £80
172 S   Range of Roos incl 1915-27 10/- used, but faded STC £450  (5)  £40

 AUSTRIA
173 A   1867-1970 colln on large leaves, a well filled offering, mint and used, with numerous better  

sets, commems with 19c Franz Joseph issues cds, strength in good sets (mainly mint) for  
20/50s period, with artists, musician funds, 1930s Winter Relief, 1948 Costumes with better,  
good 50s sets inc Birds complete, later run through, some covers, back of book etc. Original/ 
unpicked lot many 100s the better stamps and sets cat approx £2000  £320

174 S   1950-53 Airs part set inc key values, marginal copies mint for 1s, 3s, 5s, 10s (4v) SG Cat  
£497 fresh appearance hinge residue  £75

175 E   Modern U/M on s/cards (100s)  £40
176 A   U/M 1956-65 STC £470  (dozens)  £80
177 E   on s/leaves M&U (100s)  £25
178 E   Used colln, mainly early to middle. STC £500+ (100s)  £50
179 A   Middle to modern mint seln (dozens)  £50
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Lot No. Estimate

180 A   Early to modern in s/bk (100s)  £100

 BAHAMAS
181 S   1882 4d P14 fine used SG43  (1)  £16
182 E   u/mint PTSA £220  £85

 BANGLADESH
183 E   1971 written up specialised colln on leaves of 169 stamps incl many varieties + 16 cvrs incl  

FFC qty  £40
184 E   Local overprinted Registered envelopes c1971 unused some dupln  (43)  £36

 BARBADOS
185 VA   Colln 1872-2003 M&U STC £1500+ (100s)  £220

 BARBUDA
186 E   1968 Fishes definitive in various qty to $5 (x2) with many better vals in blks of 4 SG12-27  

cat £390 (222)  £50

 BELGIUM
187 E   Pre-cancels from old collns (approx 1000)  £85
188 S   Accum of precancels (300+)  £13
189 S   Mixed pre-cancels in bag  (680 approx).  £18
190 S   Refugees min sheet fine MUH SG £100  £25

 BERMUDA
191 S   1924-32 10/- SG 92 cds used, but fiscal Cat £250 postally used (1)  £12
192 S   1936-47 vals to 1/- & 1938-52 vals to 1/- mint (18)  £28
193 S   cancels QV-QE (14)  £7

 BOER WAR
194 S   GB 1887 1/- with Field Post Office cds AP 6 00 SG Z14 photo (1)  £40

 BRAZIL
195 S   interesting lot pre-1950s covers incl ppc early used p.stat airmails both pre & post war (26 items)  £65

 BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
196 A   m & u colln 1971-89 STC £88 (104)  £25

 BRITISH GUIANA
197 S   1899 2c on 15c no stop mint a little adherence SG 224A. See Photo  (1)  £30
198 E   Early to modern on s/leaves (100s)  £60
199 S   Postmarks QV-QE (79)_  £70

 BRITISH HONDURAS
200 S   Fiscal piece with 1913-21 $5 also 25c, $1 & $2 unchecked wmks. See photo  (4)  £60

 CANADA
201 S   1851 imperf 3d orange-vermillion “Beaver” on laid paper lightly used 4 clear margins a v  

good example of a scarce classic SG 1a cat £1100  £175
202 S   1911-22 2C P8 x imperf SG 224B   (1)  £16
203 E   1928-35 KGV sets used on stock leaf, alues to $1 SG 275/85; 288/303; 319/25; 341/51 many  

lighlty used with cds odd heavy p/mark (45) SG cat £335  £75
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204 S   1934-38 weights & measures certificates stamped with revenues to $5 uncommon (7 items)  £65
205 S   1964-66 nforces airletters used mainly RCAFF Stations at Sioux Lookout or Adastral Park  

to various RCAF bases in Europe with light dupln (26 items)  £65
206 S   1970s unused all different 7c-8c p. stat ppcs & used examples unusual in qty (59 items)  £65
207 E   KGVI M & U colln on leaves with useful coils & several $1 vals. Cat £215  (74).  £40
208 A   Dupl earlier to c1982 STC £2470  (100s)  £65
209 A   Early to modern in LL (100s)  £80
210 E   Used middle to modern (100s)  £40
211 S   KEVII & KGV Town precancels (61)  £15
212 B   all periods used on pages and loose contained in a box very many 100s  £15
213 S   interesting lot of cvrs incl uprated KGV-VI p stat pmks regd Quebec Exhibition slogan also  

1963 Export $1 unadd FDC (50 items)  £65

 CEYLON
214 S   excellent lot QV-QEII cvrs with many better pmks & used p.stat incl latter period airletters  

reasonably priced @ £525 (70 items)  £175
215 S   Cancels KGV-VI (10)  £7

 CHILE
216 S   interesting lot early used ppcs & 1930s-on airmails (17 items)  £50

 CHINA
217 E   9 documents with Revenues C1940’s Taiwan (9 items)  £85

 CHINA: EMPIRE
218 S   China 1898 (presumed) strip of 5 2c Coiling Dragons on piece with gutter canc  

CHANGSHA bilingual cds see photo (5)  £25

 CHINA: REPUBLIC
219 S   1912 officially sealed label in blue green used O56 (2016 China Stamp Soc catalogue) (2)  £20
220 S   Range of Revenues  (63)  £65

 COMMUNIST CHINA: PEOPLES REPUBLIC
221 E   1970s J & T sets u/m STC £900 (SG) (qty)  £250
222 S   5 1950’s pieces with Inner Mongolia cancels (5 items)  £15

 CHINA: TAIWAN
223 S   1962 Palace Museum Paintings 80L, $2, $3.20 all U/M SG 451-3  (4)  £200

 COLOMBIA
224 S   interesting lot of pre-1950 cvrs incl airmail nice adverts & used ppcs with much pmk interest  

couple censors noted (47 items)  £75

 COOK ISLANDS
225 E   1967-71 U/M range incl fluorescent (41)  £18
226 2A   2 Kabe hingeless albums of U/M STC £516  (100s)  £100

 COSTA RICA
227 S   extensive lot 1930s-40s airmail advert (many coffee) cvrs to USA or Europe (47 items)  £65

 CUBA
228 S   early used mainly ppcs & pre-1950 cvrs incl advert censor etc (14 items)  £40
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 CYPRUS
229 E   1880-1938 seln on stock leaf used with cds value in QVfirst issues ovptd with good cat val  

all identified (these cat £368) plus later seln (32)  £44
230 S   1880 QV ovpts on GB 4d SG4 cds & 6d with numeral cancel SG5 Cat £875 see photo (2)  £150
231 S   1882-6 6pi top left Triangle detached SG21A fine used see photo (1)  £350
232 S   1960 500M fine cds used SG 201  (1)  £8
233 A   Modern U/M, M&U STC £291  (100s)  £55

 CZECHOSLOVAKIA
234 A   1918-1970 colln on large leaves, an extensive offering with noteable post war mint inc better  

sheetlets min sheets art sets etc range of earlier used and WWII period many 100s running to  
1000s original/unpicked lot  £125

 DENMARK
235 S   1851 4RBS chocolate brown single & pair, very fine on piece target cancel.   (3)  £60
236 S   Old Locals. Mixed condn  (19)  £20
237 E   Incl Air stamps & other better cat. items Michel E379  £26
238 E   Old collection on album leaves used & unused - all pre 1960  £24
239 E   Denmark colln/accum of locals mainly different m & u (98)  £80
240 S   Village cancels early 20th Cent (9)  £7

 DOMINICA
241 S   1874 1d SG1 fine unused, no gum (1)  £30

 ECUADOR
242 S   interesting lot early used ppcs & pre-1950s commercial cvrs incl regd advertising airmails  

incl Finland as destination (30 items)  £65

 ESTONIA
243 E   M&U accum on s/leaves  (dozens)  £33
244 B   shoebox with 1990s Independence issues on FDCs maxicards sp.pmks Also Russian era  

regd cvrs Extensive lot (270 items)  £80

 FALKLAND ISLANDS
245 S   1898 2/6 lightlu (twice) hinged mint SG41 see photo (1)  £110
246 S   1904-12 2/6 deep green SG49B fresh mint couple of hinge marks & small aherence see photo (1)  £60
247 S   1921-8 2½d (rounded corners) & 1/- mint 60th Specimen SG 76 & 79   (2)  £30
248 E   1988-9 u/m range with defins to £5 (38)  £25
249 A   Coln in Collecta album m & u QV-QE we note 1935 SJ, m ,QE complete incl 1960 set to £1  

(u/m) no 1968 set otherwise to 1987 plus Dependencies STC £860 (494 + 9 items)  £200

 FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES
250 S   SG GZ variety with both Extra Island and gap in 80a u/mint photo  £75

 FAROE ISLANDS
251 E   1975-1983 fine offering of MUH sets, dups, mainly inc blocks x 20, attractive/thematic from  

the low issue territories incl strips, Birds, Arctic scores etc 1983 min sheets x 10 100s STC  
Euro1400 will readily break down handle with care  £125

 FIJI
252 S   1872 2c on 1d SG 13A used (1)  £25
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 FRANCE
253 A   1900-1962 colln in lavish printed album (German origin) a good fine used offering with  

extensive ranges and many better stamps and sets we note full range of Merson types to 20f,  
1917 Orphan p/set to 35c + 25c 1917 Red Cross 1922 and ‘26 Second and Third Orphan  
sets fu;1927/31 sinking fund issues incl 1931 set; 1936 Transatlantic 10f Air cds; 1937  
National Museums; 1938 50f Ader and later ovptd set well filled WWII and immediate  
p/war, Airs to 1000f, good 50s set incl National Relief Fun Portrait sets and other useful sets  
good lot many 100s  £600

254 S   1936 Transatlantic flight 10f myrtle green fine mint well centred SG 554 cat £450  £90
255 S   1961 Marianne de Cocteau 0-20 mint with clear double print of the red (1).  £135
256 A   1966-80 U/M. Many years complete (100s)  £60
257 S   better 1930’s (mainly) M&U  (19)  £32
258 A   Early to 1960 M&U colln in old printed Schaubek album (100s)  £85
259 S   Peace & Commerce accum, needs checking (170+)  £11
260 A   Extensive used ranges from 1950’s (100s)  £50
261 E   Chiefly fine used 1933-9 STC £415 (dozens)  £45
262 A   Valuable colln from a few 19th Cent but largely c1920-1960 noted PEXIP sheet used,  

Museums pair m, etc A lovely lot STC £15,000+ see photo (100s)  £1500

 FRENCH COLONIES
263 S   New Caledonia 1932 Paris Noumea flight SG183 & 4 fresh mint cat £1000  (2)  £160
264 S   Antarctica U/M 1980s range (12)  £8
265 S   Fr Tunisia Early hi vals 1888-98 5f mauve/pale lilac lightly used 1899-1901 2f dup lilac fine  

mint 1888-98 75c rose/pale rose fresh mint Hi cat trio SG £460  £85
266 E   French Southern and Antarctic Territories 1955-1968 mint on 2 large leaves earlier issues to  

200f (MUH) incl MUH others, mounted cat £500+ of which the MUH Cat £373 the stuck  
down not counted (30)  £110

267 E   Indo China and Vietnam 1892-1955 colln on large leaves commences with range of turn of  
Century French Colonial issues used, later pre WWII mint, interesting offering and seldom  
seen 1941-45 Japanese Occupation issues reflecting Petain regime, mint and used 1945-46  
issues of fledgling Vietnam Demcratic Republic a good mint range 1951-55 small range of  
issues of Independent State (within French Union) original unpicked 100s  £100

268 A   A used collection inc, 1930s Centenary set on pieces - over 300 different stamps (no  
post-independence) in a red 8 page s/bk  £48

269 A   Modern U/M in s/bk STC £300+  £70
270 A   Modern Togo, Senegal, Congo, etc. STC £580 (100s)  £120

 GAMBIA
271 S   1869 6d deep blue SG3 nice looking stamp, but thinned used.   (1)  £20
272 S   1898-1902 1d fine used malformed S SG38A. (1)  £80

 GERMAN STATES
273 S   Baden 1862 30kr used lovely looking, but badly thinned Kehl cds.  (1).  £24
274 S   Bavaria 1850-8 9kr fine used pair 356 numeral cancel, plus red circular cancel. (1)  £50

 GERMANY
275 B   1872-1973 various in a large carton we note box of oddments incl useful imperial issues,  

mint tete beche and se tenant, WWII period items etc qty of loose in large shoe box,  
contents look like West Germany from 1949 used dups all by Michel no in glassines,  
specialist material in 2 cylinder comprises complete MUH sheet & blocks of Munich  
Olympics (these stc Euro 450) ideal for sorting/breaking down 1000s  £175

276 S   1905-21 booklet pane of 7½pf x 4 & 5pf x 2 issued 11/18 SG 84i mint. See photo  £125
277 S   1905-13 50pf fine U/M **  (1).  £32
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278 S   1905-13 50pf fine U/M mint **  (1).  £40
279 E   1922-27 commercial cvrs incl inflation, officials etc (29 items)  £50
280 S   1922-3 50mk used. (1)  £45
281 S   1922 Childrens Welfare pair used (2)  £14
282 S   1923 (Aug-Nov) neat inflation cvrs @ up to 20md mks rate (15 items)  £65
283 S   1925 5M-200M Airs used.  (5)  £40
284 S   1929 Arms on piece, range of 1872 Arms mainly used. Mixed condn also Berlin  (48)  £80
285 S   1929 International Reply Coupon Michel IAS II “Auslandsbrief” Cat 140 DM (1997)  (1)  £40
286 S   1933 Potsdam. 25pf U/M * * SG 492.  (1)  £32
287 S   1934 Charity 40pf + 35pf U/M * * SG 559 (1)  £26
288 2A   2 s/bks all periods good condn except some heavy pmks on earlier material (reflected in  

value) STC £1400  (2012)  £44
289 3B   3 boxes of E T B cards (100s)  £100
290 A   German Post album Commemorating The introduction of The Euro Stamp & Covers (1 item)  £16
291 E   Schleswig small used lot incl 1920 1. Zone set used, also a few Bavaria  (30)  £50
292 E   on Schaubek leaves with better early material & useful Hitler period.  £100
293 E   German Area WWII interesting offering of Third Reich material in a folder, Group (12) of  

used illus covers, posted from German Occupied Bohemia and Moravia, many Registered,  
some evocative illus, various frankings; 1940 cover from the German Consulate in Petros,  
Greece with adjutants h/s, posted to Charlotteburg. Colln of occupation issues on leaves also  
a wad of 1942 Nazi War Bonds and coupons  £125

294 S   General Government 1940 set u/m (26)  £40

 GERMANY: WEST GERMANY
295 A   1949-77 used STC £2100 (100s)  £250
296 A   Mainly U/M to 1971 in Lindner album (100s)  £26
297 A   Lindner album contg complete special colln for The 40th Anniv of W.Germany  (qty)  £26
298 A   Lindner album contg complete Special colln for The 40th Anniv of W.Germany different  

from othe other album (qty)  £26
299 A   U/M colln in Lighthouse album pages 1949-78 stamps from 1960-78  (100s)  £40
300 A   U/M & used colln to 1969 in Safe album (100s)  £36
301 A   Safe album pages 1958-75 with U/M 1960s range (100s)  £33
302 A   Used colln 1960-78 (100s)  £26
303 A   U/M colln 1955-69 in Safe album (100s)  £40
304 A   U/M 1980-90 virtually complete in Safe album (100s)  £65
305 A   U/M 1970-79 in Safe album apparently complete (100s)  £65
306 A   U/M colln 1959-79 in Lighthouse album largely complete (100s)  £72
307 A   U/M colln 1970-80 in Safe album apparently complete (100s)  £65
308 A   U/M colln in Lindner album 1960-1970 (100s)  £40
309 A   Lighthouse album to 1984 with scattered U/M colln (dozens)  £26
310 A   Lighthouse album to 1984 with scattered U/M colln (dozens)  £24
311 A   Fine used colln 1975-89 in Lindner album, appears virtually complete (100s)  £65
312 A   Fine used colln 1960-82 in Lighthouse album (pages from 1949) (100s)  £65
313 A   Fine used colln 1960-84 in Kabe album, seems virtually complete (100s)  £65
314 A   M&U colln 1949-69 in Safe album (100s)  £40
315 A   & Berlin used colln in a Davo album (100s)  £26
316 A   U/M & fine used colln 1975-87 in Lighthouse album virtually complete (100s)  £50
317 A   Used colln 1960-74 in Safe album virtually complete (100s)  £54
318 E   U/M on s/card (dozens)  £30
319 VA   Colln vfu M/S 1994-2000 STC £4000 (100s)  £335
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 GERMANY: WEST BERLIN
320 A   Safe album of FDC’s + ETB’s 1982/3  (dozens)  £16
321 E   U/M on s/cards (dozens)  £80

 GERMANY: EAST GERMANY
322 A   1949-1970 colln on large leaves, well filled and substantially complete fu period, mint and  

used, with better 50s sets incl Mao etc, some of the earlier mint stuck down or partly stuck  
down (careful steaming could retrieve) 1952-53 Portaits used hi cat thought to be genuine  
(£550) some useful min sheets in 1950 Dbria (m) 1955 Engels used, clean run through with  
numerous Thematic sets some on presentation piece with cds/slogans, covers etc many 100s  £225

323 A   1949-67 colln m & u huge cat the first 3 years alone stc 2500euros mainly u/m & postally  
used (100s)  £225

324 A   Lindner album of U/M 1967-30  (100s)  £26
325 VA   U/M colln 1949-1970 in Abria album (100s)  £240
326 E   on s/cards STC £814 (100s)  £100

 GERMANY: COLONIES
327 E   used p stationery ppcs ex China, Marshall Is but mostly Levant. Also WWI marine feldpost  

correspondence incl ppcs ex FPO 107 (SMS Derfflinger) (28 items)  £160

 GERMANY: DANZIG
328 E   Accum on s/leaves M&U   (dozens)  £65

 GIBRALTAR
329 A   Davo album QV-QE with QV mint vals to 2p & 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6, SJ used, KGVI, QE  

1953 to £1 m, 1960 vals to £1 later to 1992 STC approx £1500 (100s)  £350

 GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS
330 E   1946 Victory 2 sheets (!) used on large cover canc TARAWA to London  £15

 GREECE
331 A   accum in s/bk (100s).  £30

 GUATEMALA
332 E   1898 Surcharges varieties Double, inverted etc. a couple are catalogued the rest stated to be  

bogus  (9).  £14
333 S   C 1867 5C Bogus first issue invention of the “Boston Gang” probably a contemporary  

forgery of a bogus stamp in black on pink “used”  See Photo (1)  £30

 HONG KONG
334 S   1882-96 5c CA Ningpo cds SG Z679 (1)  £20
335 S   1904-6 20c canc CHEFOO SG Z279 (1)  £10
336 S   1904 4c with fine HOI HOW B cds 13 JY 05  (1)  £9
337 S   1904-06 30c used in Hankow SGZ497 (1)  £18
338 S   Piece 1901 with Indochina 25c canc HONG KONG B (1)  £10
339 B   Box of KEVII-1990s cvrs incl village pmks, majority KGVI-early QEII, FFCs, FDCs,  

paquebots, printed firms letters reasonably priced to sell at £1145 (142 items)  £360

 HUNGARY
340 E   1874-1962 colln on large leaves with the main values in an extensive offering of chiefly  

mint from 1935 with numerous min sheets, many attractive sets, incl Airs, range of FDCs  
many 100s original/unpicked lot handle with care many 100s  £225

341 E   Early to modern on leaves (dozens)  £25
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 INDIA
342 S   1854 4A cut square with good margins Head Die II frame Die I fine used see photo (1)  £300
343 S   1873-86 mostly regd internal cvrs at up to 5as rate in mixed condition but original lot (8 cvrs)  £50
344 S   Mostly KGV airmails + KGVI censored WWII FPOs for research also earlier incl States (51 cvrs)  £50

 INDIAN FEUDATORY STATES
345 S   Kishangarh Document with 1904-10 4A & 8A (3) & 1912 2A, used fiscally (1).  £13
346 E   Kishangarh document with 1904-10 1A (5) & 5R. (1)  £26
347 E   Kishangarh document with 1928-36 5R strip of 3, also 1A blue in similar design  (1).  £125
348 E   Kishangarh document with 1928-36 2A, 4A (8), 8A (3), & 1R (3).  (1)  £30
349 E   Kishangarh various documents with stamps (9).  £33
350 E   Kishangarh Document with 1899-1900 1A, 4A (3) & 1R postage stamps punched & used  

fiscally  (1).  £12
351 E   Kishangarh Documents c1900 with various revenues, plus 4 loose stamps (4 + 11 items).  £120
352 E   Kishangarh 1913 4A browns as type 14 in SG a fiscally used block of 8     (8)  £12
353 E   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 Postal issues 4A (5), 8A (6) used fiscally (1).  £26
354 E   Kishangarh Document with 1904-10 2A (3) & 1R used fiscally  (1).  £13
355 E   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 4A (32) & 1R (2) used fiscally  (1).  £26
356 E   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 8A (1).  £20
357 E   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 2A (3) & 1R (1).  £12
358 VE   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 Postage stamps 1R (23), 2R (13) & 5R (7) SG 78-80  

used fiscally. Cat £10,420 as postally used. (1 item).  £280
359 E   Kishangarh Document with 1928-36 2A (5), 4A (20) & 1R (16), Cat £1522 as postally used.   

(1 item)  £45
360 E   Kishangarh Document with 1904-10 1A, 8A (6), & 1R (21) one badly damaged & 1912 2A.  

Cat £1988 as postally used.  £50
361 E   Kishangarh Document with 1913-16 types in the colours of the 1904-10 issue 4A, 1R (14),  

2R (5), & 5R   (1 item).  £60
362 S   Bussahir 1895 12A monogram in mauve SG7A unpriced by SG unused. See Photo  (1)  £300
363 S   Bussahir 1900-1901 4A SG 36C no Monogram unused. See Photo  (1)  £30
364 S   Orchha 1939-42 1/4A, 1/2A, 3/4A, 1A & 1 1/4A mint heavy hinges SG31-5 (5)  £12
365 S   Jammu & Kashmir 1876 underpaid cvr Kashmir-Amritsar, 1/2a STB SG66 (cat £650) & pen  

cancel Boxed P Due 1a (1 cvr)  £250

 IRAN
366 E   1909-1950s colln on large leaves an interesting offering with a useful range of early 20th C  

issues mint and (chiefly) used with better stamps inc near complete sets ti hi vals & useful  
cat vals some toning but generally sound with some fresh cds 100s  £75

367 S   Mozalfar-eddin Shah hi val 50k green fine mint og fresh colour.A scarce stamp in very nice  
condition Scott retail $500  £90

 IRAQ
368 S   1930s cancels on piece (mainly) (14 items)  £9

 IRELAND
369 S   1922-34 to 1/- (ex 3d) mint, but heavily mounted & estimated accordingly SG71-82  (11).  £7
370 S   1937 2/6 - 10/- fine mint SG 99-101. (3)  £115

 ISRAEL
371 E   Range of unused forerunners (22)  £40
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 ITALIAN STATES
372 S   7 Tuscany & one Sicily. Mixed condn  (9)  £26
373 S   Sicily 1859 ½gr, 1gr unused & 2gr used. Various faults. High cat  (3)  £22
374 S   Neopolitan Provinces 1861 ½T mint printed on gummed side, uncatalogued. Some creasing.  

See Photo  (1)  £50

 ITALY
375 S   1832 Dante’s issue Airs fu SG326/31 cat £298  £80
376 S   1863 2L fine used (1)  £20
377 VS   1901 1c, 2c pair, 5c pair, 10c pair, 20c, 50c & 1L all U/M * *  £220
378 S   1917-20 20c U/M ** offset on reverse (1).  £11
379 S   1921 Dante Alighieri used 2 sets, 1924 Italy year used + extra 30c & 1948 Centenary 100L  

mint high cat  £80
380 S   1922 25L Philatelic Congress used on piece uncertain cancel (1)  £16
381 S   1924-5 Advertising labels 50L Singer & Tantal both fine used. Cat 192 euros (2008). See  

Photo (2)  £50
382 S   1926 1L 25 St Francis P H U/M corner block of 6 + block of 1923 7½c  (17)  £12
383 S   1929 Montecassino mint (7)  £15
384 E   1944 Italian Social Republic. MUH issues o’printed GNR in black or red, war propaganda  

issues with labels set (12v), Postage Dues, P/set to 1L inc scarce 60c slate blue p/set airs,  
Express stamp. (26)  Cat £809  £100

385 E   + Colonies. Mixed lot on s/cards also Vatican 1934 Judicial mint (60)  £32
386 S   Occupation of Lubiana 1941 30D mint. Sassone 120 euros (2008)  (1)  £30

 ITALIAN COLONIES
387 E   1893-1944 colln on large leaves, an extensive offering with numerous mint sets of the  

1920s/30s period with some earlier used for Rhodes. General issues, Italian East Africa,  
Libya, Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, Eritrea, Somalia some odd toning generally good condn 100s  
cat £1400  £230

388 S   Eritrea 1927 Parcel Post 10L used single SG P132/ Cat £600.   (1)  £72
389 S   Bengasi 1911 1pi on 25c superb used. Cat 200 euros (2008) See Photo  (1)  £60

 JAMAICA
390 S   Postmarks QV-QE (22)  £18

 JAPAN
391 A   1914-1971 a valuable colln on large leaves predominantly mint with well filled pages  

featuring numerous min sheets, incl the 1949/1955 National Park min sheets these look  
complete, 1949 Childrens exhibition sheet (imperf block of 10 cat £400) New Year blocks,  
later MUH incl blocks, Airs etc admist attractive sets some earlier many 100s generally in  
good condition odd faults we exstimate cat value exceeds £3000 original unpicked lot  £525

392 E   1950 New Year imperf miniature sheet, fine MUH, issued 1 Feb 1950 as prizes in the annual  
lotteries. This is the first of the series. SG LMS1 Cat £275. Fine & scarce  £85

 KENYA UGANDA AND TANGANYIKA
393 S   1922-7 1/-, 2/-, 5/-, 10/- & £1 fiscally used & punched (5).  £12
394 S   QV-QE cancels (14)  £9

 KOREA: EMPIRE
395 E   Early issues plus one later. Mixed condn (50)  £30
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 KOREA: SOUTH
396 S   1955-6 Reconstruction imperf proofs/colour trials 15h & 50h on W81 watermarked paper &  

20h on vertical lined paper no gum in issued colours (3)  £33

 KOREA: NORTH
397 A   U/M 1994-5 (dozens)  £60

 LAOS
398 S   Airs 1954 50p turquoise blue & indigo mint; 1956 20k carmine & carmine-red MUH, 30k  

yellow-olive and bistre mint SG42, 52, 53 cat £373 (3) fine  £85

 LATVIA
399 E   M&U accum on s/leaves (dozens)  £36
400 A   U/M colln in Lindner album 1991-2011 almost complete (100s)  £50
401 B   small box 1990s Independent issues on illus/regd cvrs FDCs sp.pmks etc Also Russian  

pre-independence cvrs (47 items)  £36

 LEBANON
402 A   1924-69 M&U colln STC £1200  (100s)  £200
403 E   Mixed early to modern in packets M&U. Unusual lot (100s)  £25

 LEEWARD ISLANDS
404 E   QV-QE m & u plus Dominica KEVII part set to 2/- (cat £119)  £50

 LIBERIA
405 S   1944-5 6c on 2c inverted surch single & in pair with normal. U/M mint (3).  £12

 LIECHTENSTEIN
406 S   1940 3FR U/M but appears double print due to a shift supposedly dark brown, but appears to  

be lighter brown & blue printed together to achieve a darker brown! See Photo  (1)  £30
407 E   Fine used modern range STC £200  (dozens)  £35

 LITHUANIA
408 E   M&U accum on s/leaves (dozens)  £33

 LUXEMBOURG
409 S   1926 Child Welfare set fine used (5)  £9
410 A   S/bk with good early to modern colln STC £2600+ (100s)  £280

 MACAO
411 E   Small M & U lot 1894-51 STC £222. Mainly fair-fine (22).  £26
412 E   Early to modern range noted 1940-2 local surch 5AVO on 7A used. Condn mixed. See  

Photo (115)  £140
413 E   M/S U/M 1996-9. STC £106  £25

 MALAWI
414 E   M&U on leaves (dozens)  £20

 MALAYAN STATES: KEDAH
415 E   1912-32 M&U range on page (19)  £14
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 MALAYAN STATES: KELANTAN
416 S   1951-55 Long mint set of Sultan Ibrahim to $5 (21v) SG61/81 cat £200  £55

 MALAYAN STATES: NEGRI SEMBILAN
417 S   1891-4 5c SG4 block of 4 mint lower pair have adherence (4)  £28

 MALAYAN STATES: SELANGOR
418 S   1895-9 $1 lovely used example neat fiscal cds SG61 cat £170 postally used   (1).  £90

 MALAYSIA
419 A   Used colln 1963-85 in printed album. STC £475 (100s)  £110

 MALTA
420 A   QV-QE in red album STC £365  (100s)  £45
421 VE   QV-QE incl 22 ½d yellows (100s)  £400
422 2A   FDC’s in 2 vols 1950-95 (dozens)  £60

 MAURITIUS
423 S   1863-72 1/- ovpt Specimen SG69sp see photo (1)  £30
424 S   1888-94 QV 2c p.stat cards commercially used with all different pmks, 1 printed ex Archery  

society (3 items)  £50

 MEXICO
425 S   1905-40 used ppcs & commercial cvrs incl regd advertising (24 items)  £50

 MONTSERRAT
426 S   1908-14 to 2/6 mint sg35-46 incl 3d & 6d shades cat £144 (11)  £40

 MOROCCO
427 E   m & u colln 1961-81 a little dupln not often seen (392 + 2 items)  £25

 MOROCCO AGENCIES: FRENCH CURRENCY
428 S   1925-34 to 1f 50 mint, 1935-6 Seahorse pair & another all mint (13)  £20

 NATAL
429 S   1859-1870 a trio of QV chalons mint on card SG10, 18, 60x fresh colours og cat £475 (3)  £55
430 S   1863-5 6d violet watermark reversed. Very fine unused SG24 x (1)  £18
431 S   1867 1/- green mint (ng) and lightly used SG25 cat £300 (2)  £38
432 S   1877 1/2d surch on 1d rose, the 1/2 of 4mm and straight foot, mint ng, difficult item. Fresh  

appearance SG S6 cat £170  £32
433 S   1887-61 imperf embossed first issue, 3d rose fine used with clear impression. SG4 cat £400  

scarce item  £60
434 S   1902-3 to 1/- mint  £20

 NETHERLANDS
435 A   1852-1996 fine used colln many better. STC £4800+ (100s)  £240
436 A   1864-1980 chiefly used in Davo album. STC £2300+ (100s)  £160
437 S   1940 30c International Court of Justice 30c used Marginal block of 8  £13
438 E   Mainly U/M 1960’s & 1970’s   (dozens)  £14
439 E   Early to modern colln (dozens)  £25
440 A   Early to middle STC £1680, but mixed condn. (100s)  £60
441 E   U/M sets STC £650  (dozens)  £80
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442 E   U/M sets STC £285 (dozens)  £55

 NEWFOUNDLAND
443 S   Chiefly 19th Cent m & u range High Cat (10)  £30

 NEW REPUBLIC
444 E   1886-87 seln on stock leaf, chiefly mint, all different values, 1d to 2/6 all identified condn  

generally is well above average for these (9) CAT £252  £50

 NEW ZEALAND
445 S   1878 2/- sound used, but heavyish Cancel as usual. SG 185  (1)  £45
446 S   1907-11 official 2/- SG 066  (1)  £45
447 A   1979-96 VFU STC £700+   (100s)  £110
448 A   S/bk of early to C1980, much dupln (100s)  £26
449 A   Chiefly u/m colln in Davo hingeless album 1967-91 (100s)  £125
450 A   Davo with m & u colln from QV  to 1966 noted 1920 Victory m, & KGVI & QE largely  

complete plus Health and other m/s incl post 1966 Cat £1700+ (100s)  £180
451 A   Mainly used 1855-1989 STC £1365 (100s)  £150
452 E   Early to modern on leaves (100s)  £100

 NIGERIA
453 S   QV-QE cancels (23)  £18

 NORWAY
454 E   Modern mint postage. Face 207kr  (qty)  £8

 NYASALAND
455 E   & BCA QV-KEVII lot M&U vals to 1/-  (14)  £14

 OLYMPICS
456 A   U/M lot STC £590  (100s)  £70

 ORANGE FREE STATE
457 E   1868-1905 colln on 12 s/leaves, well ordered QV/Ed7 issues, rarely offered in such qty with  

an excelelnt depth of material, used dup ranges amny with cds cancels with p/mark interest,  
various ovptd issues, different types, with better/elusive noted, British Occ issues from 1900  
ovptd VRI, values to 5/-, Orange River Colony issues from 1900, Ed7 issues from 1902 with  
used dups to 5/- a genuine unpicked lot ex Continental estate condn generally sound much  
better than good approx 350  £225

 PANAMA
458 S   good lot 1913 regd cvr to 1940s incl used ppcs airmails, obligatory tax advertising etc (28 items)  £65

 PAPUA
459 S   1911 31 1½d POSTACE variety SG 952  (1)  £18

 PERU
460 S   1862-6 1D unused pair, one stained 1868 1D green unused & 2 used, 1872 1p orange yellow  

U. Generally fair to fine (6).  £28
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 POLAND
461 A   1918-1965 colln on large leaves an extensive offering mint and used with complete  

sequences and numerous sets incl seldom seen and some hi cat items we note 1919 ovptd  
imperf mint, good 1930s min sheets interesting 1945/46 issues 1948 anti tuberculosis issues  
with labels in MUH strips of 10 attractive later thematic sets, some FDCs and mint sheets  
etc many 100s original unpicked lot  £225

462 S   1941 Exiled Government set mounted on Margin only except 5gr  (8)  £11
463 S   Sosnowice 1916 10K local used (1)  £16

 PORTUGAL
464 S   1853 100R fine & fresh mint Cat £47,000 but could be official reprint. (1)  £110
465 S   1866 120R fine used possible shallow thin or paper imperfection (1)  £20
466 S   1920 Ceres type 20c chocolate/buff mint. A scarce stamp SG482 cat £800 centred slightly right  £100
467 E   Early to middle on pages (100s)  £20

 PORTUGUESE COLONIES
468 E   Mixed lot poor to fine. Mainly early to middle (38)  £20
469 S   General issues 1951 Holy Year illustrated min sheet contg one stamp of each 8 Provinces; 

Seldon seen Handle with care  £75
470 E   colln on large leaves, an interesting offering with better and seldom seen across various  

Colonies, mint and used we note decent range  of Portuguese India from early inc 50s min  
sheets, Angola, Portuguese Guinea, Timor incl 38 Airs, Mozambique, useful Macau 1950s,  
Holy Year issues mint, plus issues of Portugal from earlier (mixed condition) useful sets fu  
1940/50s inc 1950 Holy Year set mint etc needs careful inspection 100s  £200

 RHODESIA
471 S   ½d Double Head superb cds MAGOYE N W Rhodesia 27 JUL 1914 (1)  £30
472 S   Postmark range (65)  £55

 RUMANIA
473 E   1906-1961 colln on large leaves chiefly mint with many sets incl better ‘30s sets Scouts  

Sports etc various min sheets Airs etc 100s original/unpicked lot  £100
474 B   2 albums of older material incl fiscals & severaL Large albums of modern u/m (1000s)  £120

 RUSSIA
475 A   1950’s used. STC £393  (dozens)  £80
476 2B   Colln in 11 Lindner albums & a stockbook 1858-2004 M&U the most recent are U/M. Not  

a complete range of albums 1945-9, 1964-70 & 1987 to 2001 are missing, but these albums  
alone cost well over £1000  (100s)  £100

477 2A   Belarus Two Lindner albums contg U/M colln 1992-2009   (100s)  £50
478 S   WWII-on interesting lot of cvrs + mint /used scarce p stat noted Embassy mail, censors  

reasonably priced at £356 (51 items)  £100

 RUSSIAN P.Os IN THE TURKISH EMPIRE
479 E   1888 1k orange sheet of 100 no outer Margins, but with vertical & horizontal gutters (100)  £18

 ST.HELENA
480 S   1922-37 1/2 Cleft Rock mint couple of short perfs & a couple of marks on gum (1).  £8
481 A   QV to 1989 in s/bk m & u noted 1953-9 to 10/- m, 1961-5 to £! m etc STC £500+ (100s)  £125

 SAUDI ARABIA
482 S   1968-75 3p Mecca Mosque U/M SG 887 couple of small imperfections. (1).  £16
483 E   M&U colln earlies to c1960’s we note 1963 Charity Tax 1/8 T SG 345. Cat £475  (120 approx)  £160
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 SIERRA LEONE
484 S   KEVII-QE postmark range (49)  £40

 SINGAPORE
485 E   used colln to 1963 (61)  £14

 SLOVAKIA
486 E   1941-43 mint colln on large leaves with seldom seen min sheets, sheetlets and sets incl hi  

cat items alas mainly stuck down adroit steaming could rescue  £50

 SOUTH AFRICA
487 S   1933-49 block of 4 of 1d, 2d (SG 58A but postmark 4/41 a month earlier than SG) 3d, 4d &  

6d all with Mobile PO No 2 Johannesburg 1941 cancels. (20)  £60
488 S   1941-6 War Effort to 1/- fine used SG88-96 (8).  £20
489 E   1948-78 illus mainly official FDCs with some dupln of better nos 14-16, 18-9, 22, RSA10  

couple signed (64 items)  £200
490 B   Pre-Decimal mainly used accum inc duplicated early pairs (c£450). Note single O29 & O51,  

plus covers. (few 100s).  £28
491 A   Davo album, mainly used 1961-1994. STC £400 (100s)  £60

 SPAIN
492 B   1851-2004 Colln in 3 large s/bks and in a Scaubek printed album with hingeless mounts,  

range of earlier from 19c imperfs, moderate 20/30s, locals, some Colonies, a chiefly post  
war/modern with extensive MUH, blocks of 4, attractive sets, min sheets etc many 100s  
clean lot (4)  £200

493 E   1930-1964 colln on large leaves, offering featuring fresh mint, 1930 Columbus to 4pta, the  
bulk comprises post WWII through 50/60s with numerous sets, many of thematic interest,  
later MUH, various min sheets, FDCs also a small offering of mid/mod Spanish Colonies  
100s clean lot  £100

 SRI LANKA
494 E   Used range. STC £98 + (2002) (120 approx)  £20

 SUDAN
495 E   1913-1951 colln on s/leaves, official issues, used and MUH dups, Arab on horseback issues  

with punctured SG inc 1922 2p used, 1927/30 3m through 10p, 1948 low val 1m large block  
MUH/used, 1951-62 various vals MUH in large blocks inc 3p canoeing in blocks etc v g  
condn the MUH blocks are fine 100s Cat £1830  £175

496 S   1948 Due 10m u/m block of 6 SG D14 (6)  £40
497 S   1948 Due 20M u/m block of 4 SG D15 (4)  £28

 SWAZILAND
498 E   1961 U/M to 2R SG 65-77A  (13)  £18

 SWEDEN
499 S   1862 3 ore brown Type 2. 2 distinct shades (2)  £14
500 S   1891-1903 5 ore, 10 ore, 20 ore, 25 ore & 30 ore & 1 kr all fresh mint.  (6)  £80
501 S   1921-36 Gustav V 15 ore brown, 20 ore red, 30 ore blue 35 ore violet & 45 ore brown.  

Imperf horizontally all mint (5)  £14
502 E   Modern mint postage Face 840 kr (qty)  £30
503 A   Extensive early to modern colln in s/bk, strong in earlies. Very high cat (100s)  £220
504 S   Early to middle postmark range (142)  £70
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 SWITZERLAND
505 S   1924-40 set of 4 U/M SG 329-332  (4)  £26
506 A   M&U stock 1946-69 in brown s/bk (100s)  £65
507 A   Extensive M&U lot early to modern incl Pro Juventute, etc. Very high cat  (100s)  £210
508 E   M&U colln incl Pro Juventutes 1913-37 mint. STC £600+    (100s)  £40
509 E   Interesting back of book colln on 5 large leaves 1920/50s tete beche, booklet blocks, Airs,  

odd bureaus and telegraphs, interesting material approx 150  £32
510 E   Pro-Juventutes 1943-74 M&U STC £345  £40
511 E   Page with 1882-9 to 15c (no 15c yellow) & 1882-1904 to 1fr mint (20c round corner) all  

mint (12)  £50
512 S   ILO Bureau International du Travail 1924 70c mint heavy hinge & gum thin. Cat 260 euros.  

Michel 2006 (1)  £22

 THAILAND
513 E   1883-1950s colln on large leaves, mint and used from first issues with a solid offering of  

earlier with better stamps, mainly short sets with odd complete sets incl 1899 defins mint  
set (cat £160) we note 1917 King Rama VI with hi cat 3baht & 5baht values, later range the  
issues to 1917 cat £1400 approx 200  £225

514 VE   from earlies on old printed leaves. (100s)  £225
515 B   Box file with early -1980s (most 1950s-70s) covers incl flight, village pmks, regd/express,  

prison censors(4), AV2 etc all reasonably priced @ £1021 (140 items)  £300

 TRANSVAAL
516 S   1914 satirical p/card depicting Brigadier Slim, posted from Army Base of Transvaal Scottish  

Regiment with oval seal cds, with h/s Postage Free and Passed by Censor, internal usage to  
J’Burg. An evocative item for the connoisseur  £32

 TRIESTE
517 E   Zone A mainly U/M * * STC 160 euros (32)  £28
518 S   Zone A 1947-9 Due 10L superb U/M ** (1)  £45
519 S   Zone A 1947-9 Due 5L superb U/M * * (1)  £33
520 S   Zone A 1947 Recapito Autorizzato 8L U/M * * block of one with tiny spot on reverse (4)  £14
521 S   Venezia Giulia 1945-7 20L U/M Marginal (1)  £16

 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO: TRINIDAD
522 S   1859 1/- indigo SG29 very fine used. (1)  £110

 TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
523 S   QV-QE cancels (15)  £11

 UNITED NATIONS
524 A   1951-91 U/M in Lindner album. STC £400+ (100s)  £75
525 A   M&U colln in green Schaubek of flags. STC £660+ (100s)  £70
526 A   Mint in Safe album incl 1955 M/S & UNTEA set STC £451 (100s)  £110

 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
527 S   1894-5 5c unused no gum (1)  £20
528 E   Mixed precancels from old collns (1070 approx)  £85
529 E   Airs mint set the hi val 24c is MUH each stamp on presentation sheet (3) SG £265  £50
530 E   Airs mint set each stamp on presentation sheet (3) SG £190  £44
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 USA: CANAL ZONE
531 S   1930s-50s used ppcs & airmail cvrs Ancon & Gatun pmks noted (15 items)  £50

 YUGOSLAVIA
532 E   1945-1970 colln on large leaves, chiefly mint with many sets incl better fauna/flora issues of  

‘50s, attractive with thematic interest, a small offering of Trieste Zone B issues etc some  
mint stuck down original/unpicked lot  £90

533 A   1948-98 U/m  (100s)  £45
534 S   Issue for Croatia 1918 Dues fine mint 50f signed (8)  £40

 ZANZIBAR
535 E   Mainly 1896 mint incl 1/2A block of 9, 1A block of 8, 2 1/2A block of 4, then to 1R (39)  £60

 ZULULAND
536 S   1888-93 lovely item used on piece; QV Jubilee stamps ovptd 2d grey-green and carmine  

plus 4d green & brown in pair. All cancelled with fine Eshowe cds Cat £200  £50

GREAT BRITAIN
 POSTAL HISTORY
537 S   1800 1d red Pl 224 on cover Elgin to Invergordon (1).  £20
538 S   1872 stained cvr London-Cognac 1d plate + rare blk of 4 2d blue pl13 (cat £350 thus) Boxed  

red L1 (1 cvr)  £125
539 S   Group of January 1971 Bank Covers sent viat the London Clearing House during the postal  

strike (5)  £8
540 S   small bundle of pre-stamp mainly ELs with noted Fakenham s/line & Liverpool Ship letter  

(12 items)  £45

 QUEEN VICTORIA: LINE ENGRAVED
541 E   Mixed 1d reds all types mixed condn (175 approx)  £50

 KING EDWARD VII
542 S   1902-10 2/6 used in Ireland with Belfast Counter cds FE 29 04 Leap Years Day (1)  £25

 KING GEORGE V
543 E   1912-26 colln of KGV used dups on s/leaves meticulously arranged by printing  1912-24  

Royal Cypher all values to 10d 1924-26 Block Cypher all values to 1/- many cds and some  
interesting slogans 300/350 SG cat £2225  £175

 QUEEN ELIZABETH II
544 S   1955-8 Waterlow 10/- U/M SG 538 virtually invisible surface fault (1)  £18
545 S   1963 Red Cross 1/3 Phos u/m block of 7 (7)  £45
546 E   2001 Ingots Smilers sheet SG LS4 Slight bend. (1)  £16
547 A   2005-6 cds used commems & m/s (not FDI cancels) current retail £180 (131 + 14 items)  £60
548 2A   Royal Mail Grille cards 1970’s/80’s commems, defins & airletters (46)  £15
549 A   cds used commems 2008-9 (not FDI cancels) current retail £136+ (108 + 9 items)  £50
550 S   Questa 1st Class rouletting  error ex Booklet UB198 when peeled off one pair produces 4  

pieces of stamp see photo (2)  £50

 BOOKLETS
551 S   1933 2/- booklet Edn 237 just three stamps remain, but clean condn  (1)  £6
552 S   Pre decimal booklets. STC £73 (22)  £18
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553 S   March 1944 2/6 one 1/2d missing mark on cover (1)  £10

 FIRST DAY COVERS
554 S   1953 Coronation on 4 pieces with Buckingham Palace cds. Cat £1850 as an illus cover. A  

Philatelic Tragedy  (4)  £18
555 S   1961 POSB on neat dislay cover typed address (1)  £16
556 S   1966 Birds Phos Southend on Sea FDI, neat label address x 5  (5)  £18
557 S   1966 World Cup Manchester (World Cup ground) FDI typed address GPO cover (1)  £10
558 S   1984 Heraldry Martins Good News People Official (1).  £22
559 E   Clean typed label address FDC’s 1966-7 STC £80 (9)  £9
560 B   Accum of  better FDCs, slogans, oficials, earlier, cinderellas, signed etc PTSA £1063 (dzns)  £225
561 B   Accum of  better FDCs, slogans, oficials, earlier, cinderellas, signed etc PTSA £1627 (dzns)  £360
562 E   Prestige set of panes 1982-95 Immaculate & STC £425  £72
563 B   GB FDC’s 1970/80s, many unaddressed including Machin 1977 to £5 x 2, approx 200 items  

in large green flat box  £18

 PRESENTATION PACKS
564 S   1995 National Trust blister packs pair 1st & 2nd class x 2 current retail £42 (4)  £11

 POSTAL STATIONERY
565 B   Large quantity of QE mainly Mint incl Reg. envelopes with dupln (Many 100s)  £75

 AIRLETTERS
566 S   Six pre-decimal issues ovpt SPECIMEN (6)  £20

 GUERNSEY
567 VB   Used colln in 4 SG albums. Must be complete to 2014 nearly all superb CTO  (100s)  £160

 ISLE OF MAN
568 S   Revenues U/M 1966 to £1, 1974 to 50p, 1975 to £2 (2 sets), & 1976 to £5.  £22

 JERSEY
569 S   Revenue Specimens face £192 (14)  £20
570 S   Revenue Specimens face £192 (14)  £16
571 A   U/M colln (100s)  £40

 LOCAL ISSUES
572 S   College Stamps 1882 Selwyn College Cambridge black on pink mint  (1)  £18

 CINDERELLAS
573 S   1996 Coincraft Postal Strike 1p-£5 on FDC (1).  £4
574 S   Brighton Corporation Tramways 14LBS Parcel Stamp c1900.  Very scarce (1).  £28
575 S   Edinburgh & Leith Parcel Delivery Co, London, Liverpool, Manchester Delivery Co locals Dupl mint 

lot (50)  £30

 GB COLLECTIONS & MIXED LOTS
576 2A   Colln in 2 Davo albums from 1840 3 margins 1d black (heavy crease) 1887-1900 to both  

1/-s m, KEVII to 10/- u, extensive later incl phosphors to 1970 also 2nd album empty to  
1994 see photo (100s)  £350

577 2A   Forgeries Bogus Fantasy & remarkable dupl lot in 2 s/bks incl “unissued” hi val stamps,  
proofs, forgeries of QV officials, QV higher vals in mint blocks, sheetlets etc will make a  
lovely display. This material sells for a fortune on Ebay (100s)  £250
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578 B   qty in a large shoebox we note fine mint & used collns of Guernsey & Jersey various loose  
and on card mainly QV/Kings QV to 5/-, KGV Seahorse Ed7 1 1/2d used dups (these Cat  
£1100+) odd presentations + covers many 100s  £185

579 E   1841-1918 colln on vintage leaves a clean offering with light used range of QV inc some  
nice SP generally sound, odd fault, 1883/84 to 1/- (not 9d) these cat £1230, later QV to 5/-,  
Ed7 range to 5/- plus 1913/18 5/- seahorse dup used all with Princess House KIngsway  
Register of Business Names and cancels (x15 min cat £2025 dated 1932 late usage) a hi cat  
lot this approx £4600  £175

580 A   QE in SG printed album incl Wildings & Phosphors (100s)  £100
581 B   1953-on m & u colln on leaves & chocolate box full of mostly decimal commems & defins  

to £5 all used on paper incl blocks, minisheets extensive & valuable lot (many many 100s)  £65
582 E   QE 1950’s/1960’s range (dozens)  £35
583 A   Colln relating to 1984 Mail Coach run with photos, odd covers, etc.  (dozens).  £7

END OF SALE

Next Sale

Tuesday 1st August 2017
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